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Abstract
Reduced rank regression assumes that the coefﬁcient matrix in a multivariate regression
model is not of full rank. The unknown rank is traditionally estimated under the assumption
of normal responses. We derive an asymptotic test for the rank that only requires the response
vector have ﬁnite second moments. The test is extended to the nonconstant covariance case.
Linear combinations of the components of the predictor vector that are estimated to be
signiﬁcant for modelling the responses are obtained.
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1. Introduction
Let Y ¼ ðyjÞj¼1;y;mARm indicate a response vector and let X ¼ ðxjÞj¼1;y;pARp
indicate a vector of nonconstant predictors. The classical multivariate regression
model is of the form
YT jX ¼ Aþ XTBþ ET ; ð1Þ
where A is a 1 m vector of intercepts, B is a p  m regression coefﬁcient matrix and
E is the m  1 random error vector with EðEÞ ¼ 0 and positive deﬁnite CovðEÞ ¼ R
of order m  m: When a random sample of size n is available on ðY;XÞ the model can
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be written in the form
Yn ¼ 1nAþ XnBþ En; ð2Þ
where Yn ¼ ðyi1; yi2;y; yimÞi¼1;y;n is an n  m matrix of responses, 1n is an n  1
vector of ones, Xn ¼ ðxi1  %x1; xi2  %x2;y; xip  %xpÞi¼1;y;n is an n  p full column
rank matrix of centered predictors, B is the p  m coefﬁcient matrix deﬁned in (1),
and A is again a 1 m intercept vector. The error matrix En is assumed to satisfy
EðEnÞ ¼ 0; CovðvecEnÞ ¼ R#In; ð3Þ
where R does not depend on X; and vecðEnÞ is the vector produced by concatenating
the columns of the error matrix En: The symbol# denotes the Kronecker product.
No additional distributional assumptions on the errors are made.
Let S ¼ spanðBTXTn Þ denote the subspace spanned by the rows of XnB: This
subspace represents the fewest linear combinations of X that are needed for the
regression. If b is a known matrix whose columns form a basis for S then we can
replace X with b without loss of information on the regression. The dimension ofS;
the minimum number of reduced predictors, is equal to the rank of B: Since
rankðBTXTn Þ ¼ rankðXnBÞ;
dimðSÞ ¼ rankðXnBÞ ¼ rankðBTXTn XnBÞ ¼ rankðBÞ ð4Þ
because XTn Xn is a p  p positive deﬁnite matrix (see [18, A4.4]) by our assumption
on the rank of Xn: In consequence, inference on the dimension of S can be based
solely on B in the sense that an estimate of the rank of B constitutes an estimate of
the dimension of S:
When the dimension of S is less than minðp; mÞ; model (2) corresponds to the
basic reduced-rank regression model (see [16, Chapter 2]). Reduced-rank regression
models were introduced by Anderson [1] and are used mostly when there is a need to
reduce the number of parameters in (2). They have a wide spectrum of applications
in ﬁelds such as chemometrics [12], psychometrics [4], econometrics [20], and
ﬁnancial economics [21]. The typical analysis of a reduced rank regression model is
based on the assumption that the coefﬁcient matrix B is not of full rank. The
elements of B are subsequently estimated for a given value of the rank of B:
Asymptotic distributions of estimators of the coefﬁcient matrix and asymptotic rank
tests are available when the error terms, or equivalently, the responses are normal
[1,14,16,19]. Anderson [2] computed the asymptotic distribution of the estimated
reduced-rank coefﬁcient matrix without requiring the normality condition on the
response vector.
We develop a theory for estimating the rank of a regression model and
consequently estimating the subspace of the linear combinations of X components
that span the regression subspaceS without requiring the response to be normal. In
effect, the only distributional requirement on the response is that it has ﬁnite second
moments. No distributional assumptions are placed on the predictor vector. We also
extend our results to accommodate the case of a priori known constraints on B and
of nonconstant variances.
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In Section 2, an asymptotic chi-squared test for the rank of the coefﬁcient matrix is
derived. In Section 3 we consider the special case where additional information on
the shape of the response curves is available. In this case, a weighted chi-squared test
for the rank of the regression is derived in Section 3.1. The nonconstant covariance
structure case is considered in Section 4 where the results of Sections 2 and 3 are
extended. To illustrate the test we present the analysis of the Minneapolis elementary
school data in Section 5. A concluding discussion is presented in Section 6. The
appendix contains the lengthier proofs and auxiliary results.
2. A chi-squared asymptotic rank test
The key components of model (2) are
Yn ¼
y11 y12 ? y1m
y21 y22 ? y2m
^ ^ & ^
yn1 yn2 ? ynm
26664
37775; Xn ¼
x11  %x1 x12  %x2 ? x1p  %xp
x21  %x1 x22  %x2 ? x2p  %xp
^ ^ & ^
xn1  %x1 xn2  %x2 ? xnp  %xp
26664
37775
and
B ¼
b11 b12 ? b1m
b21 b22 ? b2m
^ ^ & ^
bp1 bp2 ? bpm
26664
37775
with the error matrix satisfying (3). To estimate the rank (dimension) of the model, or
equivalently, the rank of B; we estimate the coefﬁcient matrix by ordinary least
squares. Let #Bn ¼ ðXTn XnÞ1XTn Yn be the OLSE for B; and assume that Gn ¼
ðXTn Xn=nÞ1 has a p  p positive deﬁnite limit matrix G: Let Hn ¼ R#ðXTn Xn=nÞ1
denote the covariance matrix of
ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
vecð #Bn  BÞ: Then, because Hn has a positive
deﬁnite limit matrix H;ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
vecð #Bn  BÞ!D Npmð0;HÞ ð5Þ
provided certain regularity conditions are satisﬁed (see Lemma A.1 in the appendix).
Also, assume that a consistent estimate #Rn is available, as R is usually unknown. For
example,
#Rn ¼ ðn  p  1Þ1ðYn  1n #An  Xn #BnÞTðYn  1n #An  Xn #BnÞ ð6Þ
is consistent and unbiased for R; where #An is the OLSE of A: Let
#Hn ¼ #Rn#ðXTn Xn=nÞ1: ð7Þ
Then,
#Hn n-N!H in probability: ð8Þ
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The convergence in (8) is a direct application of the triangle inequality and the fact
that continuous functions of consistent estimates are themselves consistent. The
remarks above in conjunction with direct application of the multivariate version of
Slutsky’s theorem (see [7, A 4.19]), and (5) giveﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
#H1=2n vecð #Bn  BÞ!
D
Nð0; ImpÞ ¼ Nð0; Im#IpÞ: ð9Þ
Let d ¼ dimðSÞ: We have shown that d ¼ rankðBÞ and thus, since rankðBÞ ¼
rankðG1=2BR1=2Þ; we use the standardized matrix
#Bstd ¼ G1=2n #Bn #R1=2n
to estimate d: A test statistic Ld for d ¼ rankðBÞ ¼ dimðSÞ is given in Theorem 2.1.
Theorem 2.1. Assume that model (2) holds, that Gn has a positive definite limit matrix,
and that #Rn is any consistent estimate of R: Let f1Xf2X?Xfminðp;mÞ be the ordered
singular values of #Bstd: Then
Ld ¼ n
Xminðp;mÞ
j¼dþ1
f2j ð10Þ
is asymptotically distributed as a w2ðpdÞðmdÞ random variable.
Proof. Consider the singular value decomposition of G1=2BR1=2;
G1=2BR1=2 ¼ CT1
D 0
0 0
" #
CT2 ;
where D is a d  d diagonal matrix of positive singular values. Partition CT1 ¼
ðC11;C12Þ : p  p; C11 : p  d; C12 : p  ðp  dÞ; CT2 ¼ ðC21;C22ÞT : m  m; where
CT21 : d  m; CT22 : ðm  dÞ  m: By the Eaton–Tyler result [10] on the asymptotic
distribution of the singular values of a random matrix, the limiting distribution of
the smallest minðp  d; m  dÞ singular values ofﬃﬃﬃ
n
p ðG1=2n #Bn #R1=2n Þ
is the same as the limiting distribution of the singular values of the ðp  dÞ  ðm  dÞ
matrix ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
Bn ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p ðCT12G1=2n #Bn #R1=2n C22Þ:
By (9) we haveﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
vecðCT12G1=2n #Bn #R1=2n C22Þ!
D
NðpdÞðmdÞð0; Imd#IpdÞ: ð11Þ
Consequently, Ld has the same asymptotic distribution as the sum of the squares of
the singular values of
ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p ðCT12G1=2n #Bn #R1=2n C22Þ which is w2ðmdÞðpdÞ by (11). &
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We use Lk as a test statistic for the rank of B; or equivalently, for the rank of the
model. We start by testing the hypothesis that d ¼ 0; that is, by comparing L0 to
the percentage points of a chi-squared distribution with pm degrees of freedom. If the
test is signiﬁcant, the rank is estimated to be 0. Otherwise, we sequentially test
d ¼ 1; 2;y;minðp; mÞ till we encounter a signiﬁcant value which serves as the
estimate of the rank of the model. This is a fairly standard general procedure to
estimate a rank (see, for example, [15, p. 474]). As an aside, it is easy to see that the
asymptotic test in Theorem 2.1 coincides with the usual F-test for testing d ¼ 0; that
is, that all the coefﬁcients are zero, when m ¼ 1:
The d left singular vectors uj of #Bn that correspond to its d largest singular values
provide an estimated basis for S: The linear combinations of X needed for the
regression are then constructed as Xnuj ; j ¼ 1;y; d:
3. Reduced rank regression with restrictions
Model (2) allows all predictors to contribute to all mean functions. Occasionally,
such a model may not reﬂect special knowledge about the application at hand. For
instance, we may wish to ﬁt a model in which one response requires a quadratic in a
particular predictor while another does not. Rank reduction may still be a relevant
issue in such situations. The reduced-rank regression model can be formulated by
allowing linear restrictions on the coefﬁcient matrix B in model (2), as follows: Let
b ¼ vecðBÞARpm: Assume that
Db ¼ 0 ð12Þ
for some matrix D of zeroes and ones which has order r  pm and rank r: Each row
and each column of D contains exactly one 1. The rank r of D equals the number of
the elements of B set equal to zero. The sample regressor matrix Xn is assumed to be
of full rank p: The model is now given by (2) subject to (12). This setup can be used
to handle other situations as well. For example, models in which an element of b is
restricted to be a nonzero constant can be handled by offsetting the response and
reducing the restriction to the form in (12).
The constraints imposed on b ¼ vecðBÞ allow us to set any element of B equal to
zero. It should be noted that it makes no sense to set any row of the matrix of
parameters B equal to zero since this is equivalent to eliminating the corresponding
element of X: Also, the same applies to setting a B-column equal to zero, since this is
equivalent to dropping the corresponding Y-element from the model. Furthermore,
the matrix that results from B after setting r of its entries equal to zero may not be
full rank. This can be easy to determine by inspection, in which case we have a
deterministic dimension reduction of the regression. In what follows, we assume that
there is no such deterministic reduction of the rank of the constrained matrix.
In this formulation, spanðBTXTn Þ ¼ S; provided D vecðBÞ ¼ Db ¼ 0: As in
Section 2, inference on the dimension of S can be based on an estimate of the
rank of B under the condition Db ¼ 0: Since the constraint is placed on b; we
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consider model (2) in its vector format
vecðYnÞ ¼ ðIm#1nÞvecðAÞ þ ðIm#XnÞb þ vecðEnÞ ð13Þ
subject to (12).
Suppose that b1AR
mp is such that Db1 ¼ 0: Let b1 ¼ ðb11; b12;y; b1;mpÞT : Also, let
B1 ¼
b1;1 b1;pþ1 ? b1;ðm1Þpþ1
b1;2 b1;pþ2 ? b1;ðm1Þpþ2
^ ^ & ^
b1;p b1;2p ? b1;pm
266664
377775: ð14Þ
Obviously rankðB1Þ ¼ d: Let #b1 be the OLS estimate of b1: Also, let #B1 be the p  m
matrix produced by the pm-vector #b1 as B1 was created from b1 in (14). The
asymptotic distribution of #B1 will be used to estimate the rank of B1: Let
H%n ¼ Covðvecð #B1  B1ÞÞ ¼ Covð #b1Þ:
Recall that b1 has r zero entries, so
#b1 has r zero entries as well. Therefore, H
%
n is a
positive semi-definite pm  pm matrix with r zero columns and rows that correspond
to the r zero elements of #b1: Without loss of generality, we can write
H%n ¼
Cn 0
0 0
" #
; ð15Þ
where Cn is the ðpm  rÞ  ðpm  rÞ positive deﬁnite covariance matrix of the non-
zero #b1 elements. The constrained model (13) can be reduced to an unconstrained
one of the form
vecðYnÞ ¼ ðIm#1nÞvecðAÞ þ *Xnb1 þ vecðEnÞ; ð16Þ
where *Xn is a mn  ðmp  rÞ full rank matrix and the parameter vector b1ARmpr is
completely unrestricted.
Accordingly, the OLS estimate of b1 is given by
#b1 ¼ ð *XTn *XnÞ1 *XTn vecðYnÞ: ð17Þ
Note that the elements of #b1 are equal to the corresponding non-zero elements of #b1:
But now, the covariance matrix Vn of
ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p ð #b1  b1Þ is the ðmp  rÞ  ðmp  rÞ positive
deﬁnite matrix given by
Vn ¼ nð *XTn *XnÞ1 *XTn ðR#InÞ *Xnð *XTn *XnÞ1: ð18Þ
A straightforward application of Lemma A.1 in the appendix obtains thatﬃﬃﬃ
n
p ð #b1  b1Þ!
D
Nð0;VÞ ð19Þ
provided Vn has a positive deﬁnite limit matrix V and the conditions of Lemma A.1
are satisﬁed.
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When R is known, Vn can be used in place of V in (19). When R is unknown, it can
be estimated consistently with
#R%n ¼
ðYn  1n #A Xn #B1ÞTðYn  1n #A Xn #B1Þ
n  p  1 : ð20Þ
Let #Vn be given by (18) with R replaced by #R%n : #Vn is a continuous function of a
consistent estimator and therefore it is a consistent estimator of V: Thus, by the
multivariate version of Slutsky’s theorem (see [7, A 4.19]),ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
#V1=2n ð #b1  b1Þ!
D
Nð0; IpmrÞ: ð21Þ
3.1. An asymptotic weighted chi-squared rank test
Recall that d ¼ dimðSÞ ¼ rankðB1Þ and thus, we can use #B1 to estimate the
dimension of S:
Let Zn be the p  m matrix constructed by arranging in m columns the successive ele-
ments of the ðpm  rÞ-vector ﬃﬃﬃnp #V1=2n ð #b1  b1Þ according to the nonzero entries of #B1:
Also let Z be the p  m matrix constructed by arranging in m columns the
successive elements of the ðpm  rÞ-vector V1=2b1 according to the nonzero entries
of B1; where V is the limit matrix of Vn: The matrix Z is ﬁxed given the predictors Xn:
The matrix Zn is the ‘‘standardized’’ version of #B1 in the following sense: Let I

pmr de-
note the pm  pm diagonal matrix with zeroes off the main diagonal and zeroes and ones
on the main diagonal; zeroes if the corresponding #B1 entry is zero. Then, by (21) we have
vecðZnÞ!D Nð0; IpmrÞ: ð22Þ
Observe that the rank of Zn is equal to the rank of #B1: Therefore, inference on d can
be based on the following test statistic:
L%k ¼ n
Xminðp;mÞ
j¼kþ1
ðf%j Þ2; ð23Þ
where f%1 Xf
%
2 X?Xf
%
minðp;mÞ are the ordered singular values of the p  m matrix
constructed in the manner of Zn but from the vector
ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
#V
1=2
n
#b1:
Consider the singular value decomposition of Z;
Z ¼ C%T1
D% 0
0 0
" #
C%T2 :
D% is a d  d diagonal matrix with the positive singular values of Z along its
diagonal. Partition C%T1 ¼ ðC%11 ;C%12 Þ : p  p; C%11 : p  d; C%12 : p  ðp  dÞ;
C%T2 ¼
C%T21
C%T22
" #
: m  m;
where C%T21 : d  m; C%T22 : ðm  dÞ  m:
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When (22) holds, by the Eaton–Tyler [10] result, the limiting distribution of the
smallest p  d singular values of Zn is the same as the limiting distribution of the
singular values of the ðp  dÞ  ðm  dÞ matrix
#B%std ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p ðC%T12 ZnC%22 Þ:
From (21), the asymptotic distribution of vecð #B%stdÞ is NðpdÞðmdÞð0;
ðC%T22 #C%T12 ÞImprðC%22#C%12 ÞÞ: Unfortunately the asymptotic covariance matrix
ðC%T22 #C%T12 ÞIpmrðC%22#C%12 Þ
is not the identity and we cannot conclude that the sum of the squares of the singular
values of vecð #B%stdÞ has a chi-squared asymptotic distribution.
The asymptotic covariance matrix ðC%T22 #C%T12 ÞIpmrðC%22#C%12 Þ is a ðm  dÞ
ðp  dÞ  ðm  dÞðp  dÞ matrix that can be computed as follows: Let C%22 ¼ ðg%ts Þ;
t ¼ 1;y; m; s ¼ 1;y; m  d: The ðs; kÞth block of ðC%T22 #C%T12 ÞIpmrðC%22#C%12 Þ is
computed as the product of the sth row block of ðC%T22 #C%T12 Þ with Ipmr and the
kth block of ðC%22#C%12 Þ;
½ðC%T22 #C%T12 ÞIpmrðC%22#C%12 Þsk ¼
Xm
l
Xm
t
g%ts g
%
lk C
%T
12 I

tl C
%
12 ; ð24Þ
where Itl is the tlth p  p block matrix of Ipmr; t; l ¼ 1;y; m: Obviously, Itl ¼ 0
when tal; and Itt is a diagonal matrix with ones, or ones and zeroes, on the
diagonal.
If, for some t; Itt ¼ Im; then C%T12 IttC%12 ¼ Ipd and (24) equalsXm
l
Xm
t
g%ts g
%
lk Ipd ;
which, in turn, equals either Ipd ; when s ¼ k; or 0 when sak; since C%T22 C%22 ¼ Imd :
Otherwise, C%T12 I

ttC
%
12 does not equal the identity matrix, and (24) equals a nontrivial
diagonal matrix when s ¼ k:
The discussion above is summarized in Lemma 3.1 next.
Lemma 3.1. Assume that the restricted formulation of model (2) holds, that Vn
converges pointwise to a positive definite limit, and that #R%n is a consistent estimate of
R: Let f%1 Xf
%
2 X?Xf
%
minðp;mÞ be the ordered singular values of #B
%
std: Then L
%
d is
asymptotically distributed as a linear combination of ðm  dÞðp  dÞ independent chi-
squared random variables with one degree of freedom.
The coefﬁcients of the linear combination of the asymptotic distribution of L%d are
unknown, as they are based on the singular value decomposition of the unknown
matrix Z: Nevertheless, they can be consistently estimated by replacing the matrices
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C%12 and C
%
22 with the corresponding singular value decomposition matrices of the
consistent estimate of Z resulting from the vector #V
1=2
n
#b1:
Alternatively, instead of calculating percentage points for the distribution of a
combination of chi-squares, we could employ a Satterthwaite [17] approximation in
which the mean and variance of Ld are used to construct an adjusted version that
can be compared to the percentage points of a chi-squared distribution. Fouladi [11]
found in a simulation study that this adjusted statistic performed better than
competitors.
4. The nonconstant covariance case
In Sections 2 and 3 the parametric models that were used assumed that the
covariance structure of the error matrix given X was constant; that is, independent of
X: Occasionally, this assumption may be seriously violated resulting in rank
estimation errors. In this section the nonconstant error covariance structure case is
addressed.
We assume that the regression model (2) holds but now CovðYjXÞ is a function
of X:
CovðYjXÞ ¼ RðXÞ ¼ ðsijðXÞÞmi;j¼1:
In this case, the covariance structure of the error matrix En can no longer be
represented by the Kronecker product of R and the identity In; for
CovðYki; Ykj jX ¼ XkÞ ¼ sijðXkÞ
for k ¼ 1;y; n; i; j ¼ 1;y; m: Hence, the covariance matrix of vecðYnÞ; and
consequently of vecðEnÞ; is a nm  nm symmetric matrix consisting of m2 blocks of
order n  n; where the ijth block is the diagonal n  n matrix with sijðX1Þ;y; sijðXnÞ
along its main diagonal for i; j ¼ 1;y; m:
In vector form, #Bn can be written as vecð #BnÞ ¼ vecðWnYnÞ ¼ ðIm#WnÞvecðYnÞ;
whereWn ¼ ðXTn XnÞ1XTn is a p  n known matrix of weights. The covariance matrix
of vec #Bn equals ðIm#WnÞCovðvecYnÞðIm#WTn Þ: Thus, Covðvec #BnÞ is a pm  pm
block matrix, whose ijth block is given by
Wn diagðsijðX1Þ;y; sijðXnÞÞWTn ð25Þ
for i; j ¼ 1;y; m; and Hn ¼ Cov½n1=2 vecðWnYn  BÞ is a pm  pm block matrix,
whose ijth block is given by (25) multiplied by n:
Assuming that the conditional covariance of Yi and Yj given X is bounded and
that siiðXÞ40; for all i; j ¼ 1;y; m; we obtainﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
vecðWnYn  BÞ!D Npmð0;HÞ
provided nWnW
T
n ¼ ðXTn Xn=nÞ1 has a positive deﬁnite limit matrix G; where H is
the positive deﬁnite limit matrix of Hn (see Lemma A.2 in the appendix).
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Let #RnðXÞ ¼ ð #sijðXÞÞ be a consistent estimate of RðXÞ ¼ ðsijðXÞÞ; for i; j ¼
1;y; m: Let #Hn be the pm  pm matrix whose ijth block is given by (25) multiplied
by n; with #sijðXkÞ in place of sijðXkÞ:
Since #Hn is nonsingular, if it were also consistent for H; then by the multivariate
version of Slutsky’s theorem we would obtainﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
#H1=2n vecðWnYn  BÞ!
D
Npmð0; Im#IpÞ:
The dimension d is not affected by this nonsingular transformation. It is
straightforward to establish that #Hn-H in probability given a weakly consistent
estimator of RðXÞ: Moreover, by placing further conditions on the entries of #RnðXÞ
we obtain that #Hn is L
2-consistent for H (see Lemma A.3 in the appendix).
Let vecð #BÞstd ¼ #H1=2n vecðWnYnÞ: The p  m matrix #Bstd that results from the
arrangement of vecð #BstdÞ into m columns, satisﬁes rankð #BstdÞ ¼ rankðWnYnÞ: Also,
let
Ld ¼ n
Xminðp;mÞ
j¼dþ1
f2j ; ð26Þ
where fj; j ¼ 1;y;minðp; mÞ; denote the ordered singular values of #Bstd:
The following theorem states sufﬁcient conditions under which the asymptotic
distribution of Ld is chi-squared.
Theorem 4.1. Assume that all conditions of Lemma A.2 are satisfied. If d ¼
rankðBÞ ¼ dimðSÞ; then Ld as defined in (26) is asymptotically distributed as a
w2ðmdÞðpdÞ random variable.
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 2.1. &
The inferential procedure on d is the same as in the constant covariance case,
provided RðXÞ can be estimated consistently. The computation of a consistent
estimate of R is presented next.
Assume that EðY 2j ÞoN; for all j ¼ 1;y; m: Let
#sijðXÞ ¼ dCovnðYi; YjjXÞ
¼ EˆnðYiYjjXÞ  EˆnðYijXÞEˆnðYjjXÞ ð27Þ
for i; jAf1; 2;y; mg; where EˆnðjXÞ denotes the least squares estimate of EðjXÞ from
regressing the argument in ðÞ on Xn: The choice of the regression model to be ﬁtted
on the argument in ðÞ is guided by the data. Under regularity conditions, least
squares estimates are consistent and thus,
#sijðXÞ-sijðXÞ ð28Þ
in probability, for all i; jAf1; 2;y; mg:
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Let #RnðXkÞ be the m  m matrix with entries given by (27), computed at Xk for
k ¼ 1;y; n: Then, (28) implies that #RnðXkÞ is a consistent estimate of RðXkÞ; for all
k ¼ 1;y; n:
To obtain L2 consistency for the covariance matrix estimate #Hn; we should also
require that #sijðXkÞ be L2 consistent for sijðXkÞ; for all i; j ¼ 1;y; m; k ¼ 1;y; n;
and that Covð #sijðXkÞ; #sijðXlÞÞ n-N! 0; for all k; l ¼ 1;y; n; kal (see Lemma A.3).
4.1. The restricted model case
The covariance matrix of #b1 is not as computationally convenient as in the
unrestricted model. Let *Wn ¼ ð *XTn *XnÞ1 *XTn be a ðpm  rÞ  mn matrix of weights
that can be written as
*Wn ¼
*W11 *W12 ? *W1m
*W21 *W22 ? *W2p
^ ^ & ^
*Wpmr;1 *Wpmr;2 ? *Wpmr;m
266664
377775;
where *Wij is 1 n ijth block row vector of *Wn; for i ¼ 1;y; pm  r; j ¼ 1;y; m:
As in the unconstrained model, assuming that the conditional covariance of Yi
and Yj given X is bounded and that siiðXÞ40; for all i; j ¼ 1;y; m; we obtainﬃﬃﬃ
n
p ð #b1  b1Þ!
D
Npmrð0;VÞ ð29Þ
provided n *Wn *W
T
n ¼ ð *XTn *Xn=nÞ1 has a positive deﬁnite limit matrix, where V is the
positive deﬁnite limit matrix of Vn (see Lemma A.2 in the appendix).
The asymptotic distribution of
ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p ð #b1  b1Þ is also given by (29) when a weakly
consistent estimate #RnðXÞ of RðXÞ is used; that is, when #Vn is the matrix resulting
from Vn with sijðXÞ replaced by #sijðXÞ: The argument is similar to the one used in the
unconstrained model case.
Inference on d ¼ dimðSÞ is based on the test statistic L%d deﬁned analogously to
(23). The computation of the asymptotic distribution of L%d is similar to that of the
constant covariance structure case obtaining that the asymptotic distribution is a
weighted sum of independent chi-squared with one degree of freedom random
variables.
5. Minneapolis Elementary School data
To illustrate selected aspects of the development in Section 2, we use data on the
performance of students in n ¼ 63 Minneapolis Schools obtained from [9]. The m ¼
4 dimensional response vector P consists of the percentages PðÞ of students in a
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school scoring above (A) and below (B) average on standardized fourth and sixth
grade reading comprehension tests, P ¼ ðPA4; PB4; PA4; PB6ÞT : Subtracting either
pair of grade speciﬁc percentages from 100 gives the percentage of students scoring
about average on the test. Five predictors (p ¼ 5) were used to characterize a school:
(1) the percentage of children receiving Aid to Families with Dependent Children
(AFDC), (2) the percentage of children not living with biological parents, (3) the
percentage of persons in the area below the federal poverty level, (4) percent of
adults in the school area who completed high school, and (5) the pupil–teacher
ratio.
We began the analysis by inspecting the four univariate regressions. Our results
indicated that using the square-root of all percentages resulted in four linear models
of the same shape that do not exhibit either outlying points or heteroskedasticity.
Thus, we next turn to the multivariate analysis using the response Y ¼ ðP1=2ðÞ Þ; and
the square-roots of the four percentage predictors and the pupil–teacher ratio. The
transformed predictor vector is denoted by X: In contrast to methodology available
in the literature, we do not have to consider whether the responses are normally
distributed.
Before analyzing the data, we conducted a small simulation study to check on the
accuracy of the asymptotic results. In all cases we used the 63 observations on X in
combination with constructed responses Y%: In the ﬁrst simulation, Y% was a 4 1
vector of standard normal variates. According to our asymptotic results, d ¼ 0 and
L0 deﬁned in (10) should be distributed approximately as a chi-squared variate
with mp ¼ 20 degrees of freedom. Our results supported this conclusion, although
the test may have resulted in a few too many rejections. For instance, in one run of
1000 simulations we observed about 8.5 percent rejections for a nominal 5 percent
test.
In a second set of simulations we used Y% ¼ bAFDC1=2 þ 0:2Nð0; IÞ for
various choices of the 4 1 vector b: In this setting, d ¼ 1 and L1 should be
distributed approximately as a chi-squared variate with 12 degrees of freedom. Again
the results indicated that the asymptotic approximation is reasonable, perhaps with a
few too many rejections of the order indicated for the case d ¼ 0 described
previously.
Back to the Minneapolis data, we constructed the test statistics Lk; k ¼ 1;y; 4
obtaining 299.98, 9.1619, 1.5405, and 0.46212 on 20, 12, 6 and 2 degrees of freedom.
The corresponding p-values are about 0, 0.69, 0.96 and 0.79. Accordingly we inferred
that d ¼ 1 and thus that a single linear combination X0 of the predictors carries the
information that X has to furnish about Y: If this conclusion is reasonable then we
might expect the ﬁtted values *YðÞ from the four individual regressions to be highly
correlated. A scatterplot of these ﬁtted values is shown in Fig. 1. A single plot
showing both YA6 and YB6 versus X0 is shown in Fig. 2. The plot for the fourth grade
percentages is similar.
Having concluded that d ¼ 1 is a good choice for this regression, we could next
use results from [2] to infer about the rank-reduced coefﬁcient matrix without
requiring normal responses.
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Fig. 1. Scatterplot of *YðÞ:
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Fig. 2. YA6 and YB6 versus X0:
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6. Concluding remarks
The relationship between canonical correlation analysis and reduced rank
regression has been used to estimate the rank in a reduced rank regression model
using Bartlett’s [5] test for the signiﬁcance of the last m  d canonical correlations.
The number of nonzero canonical correlations is the rank of the matrix CovðY;XÞ
and hence of the coefﬁcient matrix B: Reinsel and Velu [16] showed that the test is a
likelihood ratio test resting on the assumption of normal responses. In particular,
Anderson [3, Section 7] computed a likelihood ratio test for the number of zero
canonical correlations. He showed that the asymptotic distribution of the log-
likelihood ratio to be chi-squared with ðm  dÞ2 degrees of freedom.
Schmidli [19] used the information criterion and the mean squared error for
prediction for selecting the model, and hence the coefﬁcient matrix rank, maximizing
predictive power. He studied the reliability of the likelihood based estimates and
cross validation estimates using the two above measures of the predictive power of
models of different ranks.
We have approached the problem of rank estimation from a completely different
angle. Starting from the classic multivariate linear regression model, we estimate the
rank using a testing procedure based on the least squares coefﬁcient matrix estimator
and its asymptotic normality without imposing distributional assumptions on Y:
Thus, in addition to not requiring normal responses, we also bypass the model
selection step: both essential elements of the existing theory of rank estimation. As
an important by-product of our rank estimation procedure, we obtain the linear
combinations of the X-components that are found to be signiﬁcant for modelling Y
as a function of X; and as such can be used in place of the regressor vector resulting
in a dimension reduction of the regression model.
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Appendix
Lemma A.1. LetM4pq be the space of all pq  pq positive definite matrices and letF be
the space of distributions of the errors En: If
Hn n-N!HAM4pq; ðA:1Þ
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then ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
vecð #Bn  BÞ!D Npqð0;HÞ
provided the following three conditions are satisfied:
jjðXTn XnÞ1XTn jjmax ¼ oðn1=2Þ ðIÞ
sup
FAF
Z
jjxjj4c
jjxjj2dFðxÞ-0 as c-N ðIIÞ
inf
RAMðFÞ
lminðRÞXr40 ðIIIÞ
where MðFÞ ¼ fR
Rp
xxT dFðxÞ: FAFgCM4p :
The notation jj  jjmax identiﬁes the norm on the vector space of matrices deﬁned by
jjðaijÞjjmax ¼ maxi;j jaij j; for a matrix A ¼ ðaijÞ: lminðRÞ is the smallest eigenvalue of R
and r is some positive real. The error distributions that are usually considered satisfy
Conditions (II) and (III).
Proof. The lemma follows readily from [7, Theorem 2.4.3], and the multivariate
version of Slutsky’s theorem (see [7, A 4.19]). &
Lemma A.2. Suppose that there exists a positive real number c such that 0pjsijðXÞ ¼
CovðYi; Yj jXÞjpc and siiðXÞ40 for all i; j ¼ 1;y; p; and all X in the X-sample space.
If nWnW
T
n ¼ ðXTn Xn=nÞ1 has a positive definite limit matrix G; then Hn has a positive
definite limit matrix H; andﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
vecðWnYn  BÞ!D Npmð0;HÞ
provided
jjWnjjmax ¼ jjðXTn XnÞ1XTn jjmax ¼ oðn1=2Þ ðA:2Þ
and Conditions (II) and (III) of Lemma A.1 hold.
Proof. Consider the ijth block of Hn;
nWn diagðsijðX1Þ;y; sijðXnÞÞWTn ðA:3Þ
which is obviously a linear transformation of nWnW
T
n : Therefore, since nWnW
T
n-G;
and jsijðXÞjpc; (A.3) has a p  p limit matrix, for all i; j ¼ 1;y; m; and hence all m2
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p  p block matrices of Hn have limit matrices. This in turn implies that there exists a
pm  pm matrix H; so thatHn-H: In addition, since nWnWTn is positive deﬁnite and
siiðXÞ40 for all i ¼ 1;y; m; Hn is also positive deﬁnite [13, Theorem 12.2.9]). The
latter obtains that the limitH ofHn is also positive deﬁnite. By a direct application of
Slutsky’s theorem [7, A 4.19], we obtain that
H1=2n vecðWnYn  BÞ!
D
Npmð0; Imp ¼ Im#IpÞ
if and only if
n1=2 vecðWnYn  BÞ!D Npmð0;HÞ: ðA:4Þ
Now, a sufﬁcient condition for (A.4) is (A.2) [8, Chapter 5].
Lemma A.3. Suppose that
nWnW
T
n n-N!GAM4q : ðA:5Þ
Suppose that #sijðXÞ converges to sijðXÞ in quadratic mean, for all i; j ¼ 1;y; m; and all
X in the relevant sample space. Also, suppose that Covð #sijðXkÞ; #sijðXlÞÞ-0 as n-N;
for k; l ¼ 1;y; n; kal: Then, #Hn is a L2-consistent estimate of H:
Proof. Since H is the limit matrix of Hn; it sufﬁces to show that
#Hn Hn n-N! 0 in L2; ðA:6Þ
Then, from the triangle inequality, it follows that #Hn is a L
2-consistent estimate ofH:
Consider the ijth blocks of #Hn and Hn: The lqth entry of the ijth block of Hn is
Xn
k
sijðXkÞðnWlkWqkÞ ðA:7Þ
and of #Hn is given by (A.7) with #sij in place of sij ; for all l; q ¼ 1;y; p; and all
i; j ¼ 1;y; m: Then, (A.6) is true if and only if
Xn
k
#sijðXkÞðnWlkWqkÞ 
Xn
k
sijðXkÞðnWlkWqkÞ n-N! 0
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in L2; for all l; q ¼ 1;y; p; and i; j ¼ 1;y; m: Now,
E
Xn
k¼1
#sijðXkÞðnWlkWqkÞ 
Xn
k¼1
sijðXkÞðnWlkWqkÞ
" #2
¼ E
Xn
k¼1
ð #sijðXkÞ  sijðXkÞÞ2ðnWlkWqkÞ2
" #
þ E
Xn
k¼1
X
ð #sijðXkÞ  sijðXkÞÞð #sijðXrÞ  sijðXrÞÞðnWlkWqkÞðnWlrWqrÞ
" #
¼
Xn
k¼1
E½ð #sijðXkÞ  sijðXkÞÞ2ðnWlkWqkÞ2 ðA:8Þ
þ
Xn
k¼1
X
E½ð #sijðXkÞ  sijðXkÞÞð #sijðXrÞ  sijðXrÞÞ
 ðnWlkWqkÞðnWlrWqrÞ: ðA:9Þ
The integration can be brought inside the sum by the bounded convergence
theorem (see [6, p. 214], since (A.5) holds by assumption and #sijðXkÞ is consistent
in quadratic mean for sijðXkÞ; therefore #sijðXkÞ  sijðXkÞ is L2 bounded, for all
k ¼ 1;y; n: But then, we also have that (A.8) vanishes by the L2 consistency of
#sijðXkÞ: Furthermore, (A.9) goes to zero by assumption. Hence, E½
Pn
k¼1 ð #sijðXkÞ 
sijðXkÞÞðnWlkWqkÞ2 n-N! 0 for all l; q ¼ 1;y; p; i; j ¼ 1;y; m: &
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